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Volkov M.K. E2-11187 

Weak Radiative Decays of KL -Mesons in Chiral Theory 

Radiative decays of KL -mesons are expressed in terms of 
analogous decays of 'I -mesons calculated in the one-loop approxi
mation of chire.l field theory. These decays are .connected through 
the pole diagrams with virtual 'I and rr 0 mesons. The results are 
consistent with experiment. 

The investigation has l::>een performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretica 1 Physics, JINR. 
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In paper/l/ the suppression of the probability of 
decay Tf -+IT+ IT- y by one order of magnitude as 
compared to that of Tf-+ yy is explained within the 
one-loop approximation of chiral quantum field theory. 
In this paper a similar consideration is applied to 
decays K L..., IT+ IT-Y and K L ... y y 

An attempt of the the ore tical interpretation of 
decays KL-+ IT+It-y and KL-+yy has been undertaken 
in recent paper /2/. The author used the Weinberg
Salam model and derived some relations for p,roba
bilities of these decays. One of the results / 2/says 
that for these decays of much importance are con
tributions of large distances where processes pre>o
ceed through certain hadron states. The Weinberg
Sa.lam model fails to explain such processes while 
the chiral theory is much more appropriate for this 
purpose /a/.· 

In this paper we show that the chiral theory 
allows one to calculate the absolute values of widths 
of decays K L-+nt"IT-Y and K L..., yy by relating them to 
analogous decays of Tf mesons calculated in ref. It/. 

The probabilities of K L decays are expressed in 
lerms of probabilities of similar decays of Tf me-
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sons if one uses the pole diagrams of virtual tran
sitions of KLinto Tf and rr 0 -mesons (sEe ref. /4/and 
Figs.1,2). A special note should be made here that 
the formula obtained in I 1/ for the probability of de
cay Tf -> rr+rr-y is very sensitive to a negligible change 
in the rna ss of the decaying particle. For instance, 
1 (Tf .... 77+ 77 -Y) decreases by a factor of three if the 
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mass of .,., -meson is changed by the mass close 
to that of KL -meson. 

To calculate the widths of decay K L-> rr+ 11-y, 
it is necessary to consider the following La.gran
gians. The Lagrangian of transitions of K L -meson 
into rr 0 

, Tf , Tf and Tf mesons (see
141 

) 
8 0 c 

( KL) 1 /2- C 
~ - a: KL( 77° + y3Tfs+ "f;; Tfo-v2Tfc ): (1) 

From our calculations it follows that the consi
deration of the pole diagrams with 77° and 118 mesons 
gives the satisfactory results for the probability of 
decays KL .... yy and K L ->77 + rr- y • The considera-
tion of the pole diagrams with singlet and charmed 
mesons is less essential. We shall discuss these 
contributions at the end of this article. 

The constant a can be evaluated either on the 
basis of chiral La.gragian satisfying the rule I ~T 1=112 
(see /5/ ) , or from current algebra by using the rela
tion between the amplitudes of transition K -> 11° 
and K

8 
.... 11°rr0 14 •61 • This gives the value* L 

-2 a "'4.5x10 (MeV)2. (2) 

* The close value for a follows from conside
ration of an interaction of the type "current-current" 
with the universal weak coupling constant 171 

~w = '1/2 G F77

2 
:all K L[all"o + )r all Tf]: . 
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The La.grangians of strong meson-baryon inte
ractions 

f 1 =2g[ad .. k -i(1-a)f .. k ]B.y,
5

B.<I>k' 
IJ IJ 1 J 

i - fl 2 
f2"' -2Bi yflBC<I>j a <I>kl(gA - 1 )fifm fkjm + 

2F 
77 

2 2 2 
+ gA [3-a (aij 0 kC -oik 0jC )+ 

+2a(a-1)f. ( f. 0 -id.o )]I, 
kJm H-m Il-m 

(3) 

(4) 

were discussed in detail and a~~lied to the descrip-
tion of decay TJ .... 11+11-y in ref. 1 • In these formu-
lae, Bi and <l>i are the fields of the baryon and me
son octets; g is the strong interaction constant, 
g

2 
/477 "'14, 7; F 77 is the constant of 11 meson decay F 77 = 

= 92 MeV; g A = 1.25 is the renormalization constant 
of axial current; a "'2/3 is the parameter of mixing of 
f and d coupling in SU(3) theory. 

The electromagnetic interaction Lagrangian is 

e<:J(A) e·A [- ,::;... -- ~+ ~+ -- l 
.l.. =- · fl PyflP- ~ yfl := +k yflk -I yfli : (5) 

By using the La.grangians (4),(5),(3) in ref./1/ the 
width of decay Tf .... 11+ 11 -Y in the one-loop approxima
tion was found in the form 

r - - - gA CTJ 2 m T/ 6 2m 77 2 5 
(Tf->77+ 11 y)- a ( --3-) ( -- ) [ 1 - ( --) ] m g "'47 eV. 

v'2 477 F m Tf TJ TJ 
77 

(6) 
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Here a "' 1/137 is the electromagnetic coupling con
stant ( a ,. e 2 I 477 ) , 

2 3 
CTJ = 6a-gA [1+(2a -1) ]=2.4 (7) 

is the SU(3) factor arising from the consideration 
of contributions from all one-loop baryon diagrams 
(see Fig.3), 3 TJ is the phase integral 

1 3 3/2 2m 2 -1 -1/2 ( 
g = (dxx(1-x) 1[1-(--77 )] -xl =0.004. 8) 

TJ o mTJ 

+ 
The probability of decay K L _. 11 77 Y is defined 

by two diagrams of Fig.1. The contributions of these 
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diagrams to the decay width can be easily calcula
ted by using the Lagrangian (1) ,(3)-(5) and the width 
of decay TJ -+ rr+rr -y (6). The result is 

a2 
[' +- =---

(K-+rrrry) 
L 

-3 (1 -

3m4 
KL 

2 
IDrr 

m2 
KL 

m2 
[ ( --l1--- -1 

-1 
) -

m2 
KL 

-1 2 (m.,.,-+mKL) 
) ] [' +-

(TJ-+TTTT y) 

(9) 

( m -+ m ~) 
l (TJ -+ TT+ 1T y) is the width of the decay of TJ meson 

into 17+ 17 -Y (formula (6)) but with the mass of the 
decaying particle equal to m K instead of m • It 

L TJ 
turns out that 

[' ( m.,., .... m K L) "' 16 e V , 
+ -(TJ .... 1T 1T y) 

(10) 

i.e •• it decreases by a factor of three as compared 
to (6). And finally, we get the following estimate of 
the probability of decay K L -+ rr + rr -Y 

w ( KL-+ rr+ rr-y ) = 0.6x 103sec -1 

while the experimental data /s/ are 

w (exp) = 1.2 x103sec - 1 . 
( KL-+ TT + TT-y ) 

Since the calculation of amplitude in chiral theory 
is accurate within 20-30%, the agreement with ex
periment can be considered to be satisfactory. 
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Now we briefly discuss what gives the conside
ration of pole diagrams with .,., 0 and TJ c mesons, The 
consideration of TJo (TJ ') meson results in the appea
rance of a new term 

-- C ' g , m2 ' -1 
~ "' v 6 _!]_ -Zl-lUl ( ~ - 1 ) 

C TJ g rropp mKL 
(11) 

in the brackets in formula (9). Here C ,==4.8 
TJ 

is the SU(3) factor for TJ' meson, and g.,., 'pp is 
the coupling constant of TJ' -meson-proton strong in
teraction. The decay TJ '->yy gives the estimate g 'pp"' 
== 0.5 g o • Thus, the term (11) equals ~ - 0.87.'1 

1T pp 

After the addition of this term the value of the proba
bility of the KL -+rr+rr-y decay increases and be!!rr 
fits the experimental value, W + _ == 1.3 sec . 

(KL-+rr rr y) 
However as far as our estimates are very rough 
we notice only that the contribution of TJ' -meson 
is less than tne corresponding contributions of .,., 
and rr

0 
mesons, and the addition of it can improve, 

in certain extent, the previous result. The contri
bution of the heavy .,.,c -meson is not essential 
that could be seen from eq. ( 9). 

We conclude this note with the one-loop appro
ximation formula obtained for K L .... YY (see also ref. I 4/ 

and F'ig,2) 

2 2 2 a IDTJ -1 ri1n' -1 2 mK 3 
I(K -+yy'f -;:->t

3 
((-:::-2-1) -3(1---::-2) ] (-~ IcTJ-+yy)• 

L mKL mKL mKL mTJ 

where 

r =-r:!.?Zc~~~)2 
(TJ-+yy) 3rr 4rrF

17 
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is the width of decay TJ -+yy found in the one-loop 
approxima.tion, Then the result for the probability 
of decay KL -+yy is 

W =11x103 sec-1 , 
( KL -+yy) 

while experiment gives /s/ 

W(exp) =9.5x103 sec - 1 

( KL -+yy) 

The authdr thanks D.I.Blokhintsev, S.B.Gerasi
mov and A.B.Govorkov for useful discussions. 
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